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Molecular dynamics simulation of phase competition in terbium
Abstract
The competition among multiple solid phases determines the final microstructures of a material. Such
competition can originate at the very beginning of the solidification process. We report the results of
molecular dynamics simulation of the phase competition between the hexagonal close-packed (hcp), face-
centered cubic (fcc), and body-centered cubic (bcc) phases during the solidification of pure Tb. We found
that the liquid supercooled below the hcp melting temperature has both bcc and hcp/fcc nuclei, but only the
bcc nuclei grow such that the liquid always solidifies into the bcc phase, even at temperatures where the hcp
phase is more stable. The hcp phase can only form in the last liquid droplet or at the bcc grain boundaries.
Depending on the bcc grain orientations, the hcp phase jammed between the bcc grains either completely
disappears or slowly grows via a solid-state massive transformation mechanism. Once the hcp phase becomes
large enough, the stresses associated with its appearance can trigger a martensitic transformation. Yet, not the
entire bcc phase is consumed by the martensitic transformation and the remaining bcc phase is transformed
into the hcp phase via the solid-state massive transformation mechanism. Finally, if the supercooling is too
large, the nucleation becomes almost barrier free and the liquid solidifies into a structure consisting of ultra-
fine hcp and bcc grains after which the bcc phase quickly disappears.
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The competition among multiple solid phases determines the final microstructures of a material. Such
competition can originate at the very beginning of the solidification process. We report the results
of molecular dynamics simulation of the phase competition between the hexagonal close-packed
(hcp), face-centered cubic (fcc), and body-centered cubic (bcc) phases during the solidification of
pure Tb. We found that the liquid supercooled below the hcp melting temperature has both bcc and
hcp/fcc nuclei, but only the bcc nuclei grow such that the liquid always solidifies into the bcc phase,
even at temperatures where the hcp phase is more stable. The hcp phase can only form in the last
liquid droplet or at the bcc grain boundaries. Depending on the bcc grain orientations, the hcp phase
jammed between the bcc grains either completely disappears or slowly grows via a solid-state massive
transformation mechanism. Once the hcp phase becomes large enough, the stresses associated with
its appearance can trigger a martensitic transformation. Yet, not the entire bcc phase is consumed
by the martensitic transformation and the remaining bcc phase is transformed into the hcp phase
via the solid-state massive transformation mechanism. Finally, if the supercooling is too large, the
nucleation becomes almost barrier free and the liquid solidifies into a structure consisting of ultra-
fine hcp and bcc grains after which the bcc phase quickly disappears. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5054008
I. INTRODUCTION
The competition among multiple phases ultimately
determines the final microstructure of a material. Such a
competition can originate at the very beginning of the solid-
ification process. The formation of intermediate metastable
phases before reaching the thermodynamically stable phase
has been studied in theory and simulation for several
decades.1–3 In recent years, growing experimental evidences
suggest that a solidification pathway can be complex, involv-
ing the formation of metastable nanoparticles.4,5 Studying the
atomistic mechanism of multiple-step solidification is thus
of central importance for understanding the phase competi-
tion and selection. In our recent study,6 a Tb embedded atom
method (EAM) potential was developed to properly reproduce
the liquid structure, which can coexist with at least three crys-
tal phases: hexagonal close-packed (hcp), face-centered cubic
(fcc), and body-centered cubic (bcc). The molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation showed that all crystal phases can grow from
the liquid phase close to their melting temperatures. Such a
competition of the crystal phases during solidification is not
unusual for many-component systems (e.g., see the experi-
mental part in Ref. 7). However, it is not easy to observe this
phenomenon in MD simulation of many-component systems
because the nucleation and growth usually take too long time
(not to mention that there are just a few semi-empirical poten-
tials in the literature which do provide an opportunity to study
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: mendelev@
ameslab.gov
this phenomenon). The nucleation and growth proceed much
faster in single component systems and a phase completion
was observed in single component systems where fcc is the
most stable phase.1,2,8–13 In this case, the nucleation under
a large supercooling can start from the formation of the bcc
phase which usually quickly transforms into the fcc phase. As
we will show below, in the case of the Tb potential devel-
oped in Ref. 6, three crystal phases can nucleate (not just
grow as was shown in Ref. 6) from the liquid at the same
time and the outcome of the solidification does depend on
the cooling conditions. Thus, the Tb potential developed in
Ref. 6 provides an excellent test-bed for studies of the com-
petitive phase nucleation and growth in a single component
system.
The pure Tb forms a stable hcp phase at low tempera-
tures which transforms into the bcc phase at Tα→β = 1563 K,
which is stable up to its melting temperature Tm = 1633 K.14
Therefore, if the liquid Tb is supercooled by only 70 K, one
could expect that it will solidify directly into the hcp phase.
However, the bcc phase usually has a lower solid-liquid inter-
face (SLI) free energy than the hcp or fcc phases (e.g., see the
discussion in Ref. 15) and therefore can nucleate faster than
the fcc or hcp phases even in the cases when the bcc phase is
only metastable. This phenomenon was indeed observed both
in experiment1,8–10,16,17 and in atomistic simulation.2,11,18–20
Therefore, both hcp and bcc phases can show up even at large
supercoolings in Tb.
If an hcp metal solidifies into a metastable bcc phase,
then it should later transform into the hcp phase. The atom-
istic mechanism of this transformation is not very clear. There
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are many studies on the martensitic mechanism of the bcc-hcp
transformation performed at T = 0 (e.g., see a review made
in Ref. 21). Such a mechanism requires an external stress,
and, therefore, it is not obvious what triggers this transfor-
mation in a material, which is not under any applied stress.
There are several MD studies where the bcc-hcp transforma-
tion was observed in Zr or Ti in MD simulations. However,
one should be cautious in interpreting the results of these
studies. For example, the authors of Ref. 22 observed both
bcc-hcp and hcp-bcc transformations in Zr in the NpT MD
simulations at the temperature range from 1900 to 1925 K.
This temperature is far from the actual transformation tem-
perature in Zr but this is simply associated with the fact that
the employed EAM potential was not fit to the actual transfor-
mation data. However, the state-of-the-art MD simulation (see
Ref. 23 for the technique details) with the potential employed
in Ref. 22 shows that the melting temperatures for this potential
are 1861 K and 1820 K for the hcp and bcc phases, respec-
tively. Therefore, it is not obvious what was actually observed
in the MD simulation of the bcc-hcp transformation in
Ref. 22.
The authors of Ref. 24 reported the bcc-hcp transforma-
tion in Zr observed in MD simulation of thin films. However,
the transformation was observed either for very thin films
(with the thickness less than 7 nm) or at very low tempera-
tures (∼400 K, while the hcp-transformation temperature for
the employed EAM potential is 1233 K25). The bcc Zr with
the employed EAM potential is mechanically unstable at T
= 0 (C12 > C11) and, hence, it should be just barely sta-
ble at low temperatures. Then even small perturbations can
cause the transformation. This is very different from the real
case when the transformation happens not so far from the
equilibrium transformation temperature and the bcc is well
mechanically stable. Therefore, the transformation mechanism
at the experimentally realistic conditions can be very differ-
ent from the one observed in MD simulations at very low
temperatures.
The bcc-hcp transformation was also observed in
Ref. 26 in the MD simulation of the solidification in Zr. A liquid
droplet containing approximately 2 000 000 atoms was cooled
down with a constant cooling rate (∼1012 K/s). In spite of the
very high cooling rate, this simulation should more realistically
resemble the experimental conditions of solidification because
it allowed the hcp phase clusters to form during either cool-
ing of liquid or at the bcc phase grain boundaries (GBs). The
author of Ref. 26 concluded that “the transformation from bcc
to hcp initiates at a single location at the surface of the cluster
and then propagates across the structure.” However, the trans-
formation temperature (560-610 K) was still too low which is
probably related to a very high cooling rate available in MD
simulation.
In all MD simulations described above, the bcc-hcp trans-
formation happens within a few picoseconds which clearly
indicates the martensitic mechanism of the phase transfor-
mation. On the other hand, since the bcc phase was barely
mechanically stable in these simulations, one should not con-
clude that this is the only possibility. It should be noted that,
recently, a massive transformation mechanism was reported in
Refs. 27–30 for the fcc-bcc transformation in pure Fe described
by the EAM potential developed in Ref. 31. In these MD sim-
ulations, the bcc phase nucleated at the fcc GBs and their
triple junctions (TJs) and grew via the interface migration
with the velocity of about 2 m/s, which is way below the
sound speed. At the same time, the strain-induced fcc-bcc
martensitic transformation was observed in the MD simula-
tions performed in Ref. 32 using the same EAM potential.
Thus, both massive and martensitic mechanisms can operate
at the same system. However, to our best knowledge, the com-
petition of these mechanisms has never been studied in an MD
simulation.
In the present study, we choose to simulate the solidifica-
tion of pure Tb because in this case the hcp-bcc transformation
temperature is rather close to the melting temperature (1566 K
and 1621 K, respectively, for the employed EAM potential).
Therefore, even at moderate supercoolings (larger than 55 K),
the hcp phase becomes the most stable phase. On the other
hand, it was shown in Ref. 6 that the hcp phase relatively
slowly grows from the liquid in the close packing direction
such that it is not easy to a priori predict the outcome of the
MD simulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we will present the results of the MD simulation of the solidi-
fication. Then we will report the results of the MD simulation
of the bcc-hcp phase transformation. Finally, we will discuss
the obtained results.
II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION
OF SOLIDIFICATION
All MD simulations in the present study were performed
using the LAMMPS software package.33,34 The visualization
and identification of the crystal lattice type were made using
the OVITO software package.35 The interatomic interaction
was described using the EAM potential developed in Ref. 6.
This potential provides that the hcp phase is the most stable
phase from 0 to 1556 K. The bcc phase is the most stable phase
from 1566 K to 1621 K where it melts. Finally, the fcc phase
is always metastable, but if an fcc seed is put in contact with
the liquid phase below the fcc melting temperature (1586 K),
it will grow from the liquid phase without the formation of
more stable phases if the supercooling is not too large (see
Ref. 6 for details). The fcc-bcc transformation temperature
was estimated in Ref. 6 as 1440 K.
In order to explore all possible mechanisms of the nucle-
ation including the heterogeneous nucleation on the sample
free surface, we chose to start our MD simulation from a
freestanding liquid droplet with a diameter of 42 nm contain-
ing approximately 1 100 000 atoms. This simulation geom-
etry corresponds to the levitation technique employed in
experiment to achieve large supercooling (e.g., see Ref. 36).
The chosen simulation geometry does not require the use
of the periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) and, there-
fore, is free from any artifacts PBCs can introduce. More-
over, no barostat is needed such that any of its effects on
the phase transformation kinetics are also avoided. Finally,
the temperature was controlled by the Nose-Hoover ther-
mostat, which was applied to the entire simulation cell.
This is somewhat different from the levitation experiment
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conditions where the generated heat is removed from the
sample surfaces.
Originally, the atoms in the droplet were located at the bcc
lattice sites. To melt the droplet, we held it at T = 2200 K for
200 ps (recall that the melting temperature for the employed
EAM potential is 1621 K). We used a polyhedral template
matching method implemented in OVITO to distinguish the
atoms which belong to the liquid, bcc, fcc, or hcp phases. This
method utilizes the convex hulls formed by the neighbors of an
atom to construct a small set of candidate structures, the best
of which is chosen based on the root-mean-square deviations
of the current positions from the expected positions.37 For the
solid phases, we set the second condition that if any two solid
phase atoms are closer than 1.5 times than the nearest neighbor
distance, they belong to the same cluster. According to this
criterion, we ensured that the droplet did not have any remains
of the bcc phase. Then the droplet was cooled down to 1621 K
and equilibrated for another 100 ps. The obtained model was
taken as the initial state for the solidification simulation.
Since the MD simulation time is rather short (usually
not larger than 1 µs), it is impossible to observe solid phase
nucleation at moderate undercooling. Even at T = 1250 K,
no nucleation was observed in the liquid Tb model in Ref. 6.
Therefore, in the present study, we quenched the initial liquid
droplet model down to T = 1206 K, which is 25% of undercool-
ing, and performed the isothermal MD simulation. We note
that this temperature is below both the hcp-bcc and fcc-bcc
transformation temperatures. Therefore, at this temperature,
the hcp is the most stable phase followed by the fcc phase and
the bcc phase has the highest free energy among the crystal
phases. A polyhedral template matching method implemented
in OVITO35 was used to assign the phase type of each atom.
The surface of each bcc grain was constructed by a construct
surface mesh,38,39 which enhanced the differentiation of the
bcc grains from the other phases. The fractions of the crystal
phases (bcc, hcp, or fcc) are shown in Fig. 1 and several snap-
shots are shown in Fig. 2. The atoms with types which were
FIG. 1. Atomic fraction of hcp, fcc, and bcc phases during the solidification
at T = 1206 K. The inset is a magnification of these data for the time period
between 0 and 0.25 ns. The dashed lines label some critical moments, which
are displayed in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2. Solidification of the Tb droplet at T = 1206 K. The snapshots corre-
spond to the time moments labeled in Fig. 1. The coloring is made using the
polyhedral template matching method developed in Ref. 37. The bottom line
shows the snapshots obtained in the simulations started from different initial
liquid configurations.
not identified by OVITO are located either in the liquid or at
grain boundaries and free surfaces. Examination of the inset in
Fig. 1 shows that after a rather short transient time (∼0.04 ns),
the supercooled liquid droplet reaches a steady state with a
small number of subcritical clusters [see Fig. 2(a)]. Interest-
ingly, the subcritical clusters of both bcc and hcp/fcc phases
are observed and the fraction of the hcp/fcc subcritical clusters
is even larger than the fraction of the bcc subcritical clusters.
However, all these clusters quickly dissolve in the liquid and
new clusters appear at different places. At t = 0.15 ns, the frac-
tion of the bcc atoms suddenly starts to grow indicating that
at least one bcc cluster has passed the critical size. Within the
next 0.6 ns, 80% of the droplet transforms to the bcc. During
this time period, a few other bcc clusters in the liquid also pass
the critical size [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] such that the droplet
solidifies as a polycrystalline material. The fractions of the
hcp and fcc phases reach only 4.7% and 2.7%, respectively, at
t = 0.4 ns and then start to decline.
Examination of Figs. 1 and 2 reveals further details of the
solidification. The first bcc critical nucleus formed inside the
liquid droplet rather than on its surface [see Fig. 2(b)]. The
maximum growing speed of the bcc phase was achieved at
t = 0.34 ns. At this moment, several bcc nuclei coexisted in the
liquid and the initial bcc nucleus already occupied up to 1/3 of
the droplet. Several hcp and fcc crystals started to nucleate and
grow at this moment. All of the hcp and fcc clusters nucleated
in the liquid, but the bcc phase can nucleate either directly
in liquid or on the hcp and fcc cluster surfaces. This is in
agreement with our previous observations that the bcc phase
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can form in the hcp-liquid or on fcc-liquid interfaces of certain
orientations, but no heterogeneous nucleation was observed on
the bcc-liquid interface.6
The fractions of the fcc and hcp phases reaches their max-
ima at t = 0.4 ns (see Fig. 1). Figure 2(d) shows that at this
moment, the droplet almost fully solidified into a polycrys-
talline bcc phase and the hcp and fcc clusters were all trapped
in the bcc grain boundaries. It should be noted that the fcc clus-
ters mostly appeared on the hcp grain surfaces or as lamellae in
the hcp grains. In the other words, it looked more like the stack-
ing faults of the hcp layers rather than a bulk phase. Figure 2(f)
shows that after the whole droplet solidified, the coarsening of
the bcc grains led to vanishing of the bcc GBs, which also
destroyed the hcp/fcc clusters inside these GBs. As a result,
at t = 2.6 ns, the original liquid droplet completely trans-
formed to a single bcc crystal rather than forming the stable hcp
phase.
As we noted above, the most stable crystal phase at
T = 1206 K is the hcp phase; therefore, eventually, the bcc
phase formed during the solidification at this temperature
should transform into the hcp phase. However, we did not
observe any nucleation of the hcp crystals inside the bcc
sphere or on its surface within next 100 ns of the simula-
tion time. Therefore, in order to simulate the formation of
the hcp phase, we tried several other approaches. First, we
increased the driving force for the solidification by lowering
the simulation temperature down to 1000 K. At this tempera-
ture, the nucleation becomes almost barrier free and numerous
hcp nuclei form within a very short time (<5 ps) when simu-
lation started (see Fig. 3). Yet, the bcc phase can still nucleate
in the liquid and also heterogeneously nucleate on the hcp-
liquid interface (which is consistent with the results obtained
in Ref. 6). When the liquid completely solidified (at t ≈ 0.2 ns),
the fraction of the bcc phase was only twice smaller than the
total fraction of the hcp and fcc phases. However, since the
driving force for the bcc-hcp transformation at T = 1000 K
(∆Gbcc→hcp = 8.6 meV/atom6) is higher than that at T = 1206 K
(∆Gbcc→hcp = 5.6 meV/atom6), the bcc phase could not grow
in expense of small fcc/hcp clusters, anymore. On the other
hand, the large hcp clusters can grow in expense of both small
hcp/fcc clusters and bcc clusters, which led to slow increas-
ing of the hcp fraction and decreasing of the bcc fraction after
solidification. We note that this slow disappearing of the bcc
phase lasted longer than 10 ns. Since the obtained bcc grain
linear sizes were not larger than 10 nm [see Fig. 3(c)], the
bcc-hcp interface velocity was not higher than 0.5 m/s. This
is much lower than the sound speed, which clearly indicates
that the transformation did not proceed through the martensitic
mechanism.
It is well known that an applied stress can trigger a marten-
sitic transformation. Similar conditions can arise even in a
freestanding droplet. For example, if we assume that the sur-
face of a liquid droplet during solidification has a temperature
slightly lower than the temperature in the liquid droplet center
(because the droplet loses the heat through its surface), we can
suppose that the solidification should proceed from the sur-
faces to the center. Since the liquid density is lower than the
solid density, the solidification can lead to a large negative pres-
sure in the last liquid pieces jammed between crystal grains.
FIG. 3. Solidification of the Tb droplet at T = 1000 K. The coloring is made
using the polyhedral template matching method developed in Ref. 37.
This large pressure can in turn trigger the bcc-hcp martensitic
transformation. To test this scenario, we surrounded the liq-
uid droplet with a diameter of 36 nm (and containing ∼500
000 atoms) by a bcc shell with the thickness of 2 nm and per-
formed NVT MD simulation at T = 1206 K [see Fig. 4(a)]. An
8 × 8 × 8 nm3 region in the center of the droplet was chosen
to monitor the pressure. Figure 5(a) shows that the pressure
in the liquid indeed becomes negative during the solidification
reaching ∼−1 GPa when the liquid almost completely solid-
ified. This large pressure triggers the bcc-hcp transformation
[see Figs. 4(a) and 5(b)] which proceeds within∼0.6 ns. There-
fore, the interface velocity can be estimated as ∼30 m/s. This
value is 2 orders of magnitude higher than the interface velocity
observed in the bcc disappearance shown in Fig. 3 which indi-
cates a different (possibly martensitic) mechanism of the phase
transformation. The simulation described above was repeated
3 more times using different initial atomic velocities; however,
no bcc-hcp transformations were observed. Instead, several
cavities formed in the liquid, which led to decreasing in the
absolute value of pressure, and the bcc-hcp transformation was
never triggered.
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FIG. 4. Center slices of the snapshots
obtained during the solidification of the
Tb droplet at T = 1206 K with a solid
shell on the surface. Initially the inside
liquid was totally covered by bcc phase
shell with the thickness of 2 nm. (a) The
initial bcc phase shell was a single crys-
tal. (b) The initial bcc phase shell was a
bicrystal with the GB on the equator.
Actually, the scenario shown in Fig. 4(a) is not very realis-
tic because we assumed that the droplet surface solidified as a
single crystal. More likely, it should solidify as a polycrystal.
To account for the effects of GBs, we repeated the simula-
tion shown in Fig. 4(a), but this time we made the bcc shell
from two hemispheres, which had different crystallographic
orientations such that a GB was present in the equator [see
Fig. 4(b)]. In this case, the pressure also becomes negative
during the solidification, but it does not reach such a large
value as in the case of the single crystal shell. The reason of
the lower absolute value of the internal pressure is associated
with the atomic diffusion along the GB. At the maximum pres-
sure (−0.75 GPa), some hcp clusters appear around the GB or
on the bcc surface; however, they all dissolved in the latter
simulation with slow decreasing of the absolute value of the
internal pressure. This simulation was also repeated 3 more
times using different initial atomic velocities. All simulations
led to the same qualitative results.
In the simulations described above, the solid phase nucle-
ation happened in a freestanding liquid droplet. The presence
of the free surface can affect the nucleation. First, the nucle-
ation conditions on the free surface are obviously different
from those in the bulk liquid. This did not matter in our case
since the nucleation of solid phases always happened in the
bulk. Second, the presence of the free surface can affect the
nucleation rate because it creates the Laplace pressure. This
effect was studied in detail for the ice nucleation in water in
Ref. 40 where it was shown that the nucleation rate consider-
ably changes if the liquid droplet radius is smaller than 5 nm.
To evaluate the effect of the liquid free surface, we repeated
the MD simulations at T = 1206 K 9 times. These were rel-
atively short simulations (up to 3 ns) which were stopped
once the liquid completely solidified. In all cases, the liquid
solidified into the bcc phase with very small fractions of the
hcp/fcc phase as in the example shown in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e).
Figures 2(g) and 2(i) show three additional examples from
these simulations. We estimated the nucleation rate as
J = 1/(Vτ) = (1.0 ± 0.4) × 1032 1/(m3s), where V is the liquid
droplet volume and τ is the time of the first critical nucleus
appearance. Next we performed 10 MD simulations of the
FIG. 5. (a) The pressure in the center of the liquid droplet surrounded by a crystal shell during the solidification at T = 1206 K. (b) The fraction of the hcp, fcc,
and bcc phases during the single crystal shell simulation.
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nucleation in the liquid using the simulation cell with the same
number of atoms and periodic boundary conditions in all direc-
tions. The simulations were performed at zero pressure. In this
case, the first critical nucleus always had the bcc lattice; how-
ever, the fraction of the hcp/fcc phase after the solidification
was larger (10%-20%) which can be explained by the fact that
the simulation cell was a cube which caused large local stresses
after the solidification. The nucleation rate was estimated as
J = (1.2 ± 0.5) × 1032 1/(m3s). Thus we conclude that the liq-
uid droplet free surface had no effect on the nucleation rate.
However, we should note that the effect of the liquid droplet
free surface could be very important if the liquid droplet was
much smaller.
III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION
OF BCC-HCP TRANSFORMATION
We now investigate how a sample, which solidified from
a liquid into the bcc phase, can transform into the hcp phase.
First, we performed a simple simulation described in Ref. 41.
A single bcc crystal sample in the form of a cube with free
surfaces normal to the [100], [010], and [001] directions con-
taining 27 648 atoms was heated from T = 300 K to 1600 K
with the rate of 1012 K/s. Atomic snapshots were saved every
100 K and annealed using the NVT MD simulation for 10 ns.
We did not observe any phase transformations except of the
case at T = 1600 K when the crystal melted. This melting a
little below the melting temperature is obviously associated
with the effect of the free surfaces. Thus, a single bcc crystal
is rather stable with the employed Tb EAM potential at least
on the MD simulation time scale.
Examination of Fig. 2(e) shows that some remains of the
hcp clusters forming in the liquid can be trapped in the bcc
GBs. In our MD simulation, the liquid droplet was too small
(only 42 nm) to yield a polycrystalline sample and the simula-
tion ultimately led to a single bcc crystal sample. If the droplet
was larger, it could solidify as a polycrystalline sample. Then
it is reasonable to suppose that the initial nucleation of the
stable hcp phase could start at the bcc GBs. In order to test
FIG. 7. Combined atomic fraction of hcp and fcc phases and atomic fraction
of the bcc phase during the solid-state phase transformation at T = 1206 K.
The dashed lines label some critical moments; the corresponding snapshots
are shown in Fig. 5.
this hypothesis, we created a bcc phase spherical particle with
diameter around 42 nm. The particle was constructed from six
equal size bcc grains with misorientations ranging from ∼10◦
to ∼60◦. Thus, the particle contained GBs, their TJs, and free
surfaces [see Fig. 6(a)]. It was first equilibrated at 1580 K,
then quenched to 1206 K, and annealed at this temperature
for 60 ns. Several snapshots obtained during the annealing are
shown in Fig. 6 and the fractions of crystal phases are plotted
in Fig. 7. Figure 6(a) shows that some hcp/fcc clusters were
formed at some of the bcc GBs within 0.1 ns. Interestingly, we
did not observe the formation of the hcp/fcc at other GBs.
It is also somewhat surprising that the TJs did not exhibit
a significantly higher nucleation probability than the GB
planes.
Figure 6(b) shows that the formation of the hcp phase has a
strong orientation dependence: while some of the bcc GBs are
fully filled by the hcp phase, the other GBs have no hcp phase
at all. The fraction of the hcp phase slowly grows in the first
FIG. 6. The bcc-hcp transformation
of the polycrystalline bcc droplet at
T = 1206 K. Each snapshot is shown
from two angles. Only atoms identified
by OVITO as bcc, hcp, or fcc are shown.
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FIG. 8. Snapshot and atomic fractions
during solid state phase transformations
at T = 900 K. Only atoms identified by
OVITO as bcc, hcp, or fcc are shown in
the snapshots.
16 ns (see Fig. 7) and then the growth velocity considerably
increases when two of the hcp grains start to grow into the
surrounding bcc grains [see Fig. 6(c)]. At t = 50 ns, when about
half of bcc phase has been transformed into the hcp phase, a
martensitic transformation was triggered which is evident from
a very steep climbing of the hcp atomic fraction (see Fig. 7). By
the end of this transformation, the initial polycrystalline bcc
sample fully converted into a single hcp crystal [see Fig. 6(d)].
Note that the early formed hcp grains were all coarsened during
the martensitic transformation.
We also performed the same simulation as described
above at T = 900 K. At this temperature, the difference between
the massive and martensitic mechanisms of the phase transfor-
mation is very vivid (see Fig. 8). At this low temperature, the
driving force for the bcc-hcp transformation is so large that
the hcp phase easily nucleates at the bcc GBs. The marten-
sitic transformation was activated when 80% of the sample
was still the bcc phase. It took only 230 ps to transform most
of the bcc phase. However, as can be seen in Fig. 8, a bulk
bcc grain located on the sample surface with the size of about
5% the sample survived the transformation and remained at
least up to t = 100 ns (not shown in Fig. 8). While its frac-
tion slowly decays, it is obvious that this bcc grain transforms
into the hcp phase not through the martensitic mechanism.
We also note that the final hcp sample has a polycrystalline
structure.
IV. DISCUSSION
The present study revealed several possible scenarios of
the solidification of the pure Tb. Of course, if the solidification
temperature is above the hcp-bcc transformation temperature,
the liquid will solidify into the bcc phase (the case not consid-
ered in the present study). But even below this temperature,
we observed the solidification into the bcc phase unless we
used enormous supercooling (see Fig. 3). Since such an enor-
mous supercooling is not achievable in experiment, based on
our simulation data, we conclude that the liquid Tb will always
solidify into the bcc phase. Interestingly, this effect seems to
be attributed to the slow kinetics of the hcp phase growth rather
than to its higher SLI free energy: we observed small subcrit-
ical hcp clusters in the liquid phase but they never grew to the
critical size (except of the case of the enormous supercooling
shown in Fig. 3).
The martensitic bcc-hcp transformation can be triggered
during the solidification when the pressure in the “last” liq-
uid droplet surrounded by the bcc grains becomes very large
and negative. There are at least two possibilities to release
this pressure: through the GB diffusion toward the liquid
droplet and through the cavitation in the liquid droplet. The
actual outcome should depend on the rates of these com-
peting processes, which can be sensitive to the quality of
the employed semi-empirical potential. To our best knowl-
edge, no corresponding experimental data are available for Tb
to verify the present MD simulation. However, the fact that
all three scenarios are possible to study with the employed
semi-empirical potential in the MD simulation makes this
system an excellent test-bed for any theory describing these
phenomena.
Since the hcp is the most stable phase at low tempera-
tures, the bcc phase formed during the solidification should
eventually transform into the hcp phase. The MD simulation
demonstrated several mechanisms of this transformation. The
first mechanism is the martensitic transformation triggered by
a large negative pressure which may arise during the solidifi-
cation. The second mechanism is the massive transformation
which starts from an hcp nucleus. This nucleus can form during
the solidification and be trapped into a bcc GB or can directly
form within a bcc GB. The massive transformation proceeds
much slowly than the martensitic transformation and realized
through the hcp-bcc interface migration. Due to the different
atomic density, the continuous growth of the hcp phase will
cause anisotropic stresses in nearby bcc grains. Once these
stresses cross a critical value, certain shear bands42–44 could
be activated and lead to the martensitic transformation. Obvi-
ously, this critical stress depends on the grain orientation and
this is why we observed the martensitic transformation in only
5 out of 6 grains (see Fig. 8).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we applied the MD simulation to study the
phase competition during the solidification in pure Tb. It was
found that even below the hcp-bcc transformation temperature,
the liquid solidifies into the bcc phase. The high growth rate
of the bcc phase and its ability to heterogeneously nucleate on
the hcp cluster surface restrict the direct forming of hcp phase
from the liquid. Therefore, the stable hcp phase has to hetero-
geneously nucleate from the bcc grain boundaries. Initially the
hcp phase growth proceeds as a massive transformation. Then,
the internal stress accumulated during the transformation can
trigger a martensitic transformation, which proceeds much
faster. The value of the stress accumulated during the massive
transformation and the threshold value necessary to trigger the
martensitic transformations are sensitive to the grain orienta-
tions such that once triggered the martensitic mechanism will
not necessarily transform the entire sample.
Well below the hcp-bcc transformation temperature, the
hcp phase can form directly from the liquid phase only if the
supercooling is so large that the nucleation becomes almost
barrier free and the liquid solidifies into a structure consist-
ing of ultra-fine hcp and bcc grains. Such a structure is very
unstable and the hcp grains quickly grow in expense of the
bcc phase. The hcp phase can also form via the martensitic
transformation caused by the large negative pressure in the
remaining of the liquid phase jammed between merging bcc
crystals.
The studied system shows a rather complex phase compe-
tition during the solidification and the interplay of the massive
and martensitic transformation mechanisms. This complexity
is more typical for multi-component systems. However, such
processes in the multi-component systems usually proceed
too slowly to study them via molecular dynamics simulation.
Therefore, the studied system represents an excellent test-bed
for any theory describing these phenomena.
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